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Choice: The stories you play - Everyone has their own life, and apparently every incident. All of them contribute to the full story. Each person's actions and decisions are different and will lead to an unpredictable future. Nowadays there are many game creators who understand this exciting and diverse game and have
launched many products that mimic human life. Everything expresses the complexity of life and the choices that affect the future of the person. Choose your drama Story Game Choice: Stories You Play is a story collecting game for many different people with fascinating genres such as romance, drama, horror and some
other genres. You will live the life of someone you choose. Then try to make the right decisions to find love, save your job and live a simple life. Or even engage in a fantasy adventure to fight evil. Everything that changes in a person's life is included in the game to enrich the experience of the player. Many interesting
categories for you to choose and play games like this are important for giving you the maximum experience in telling stories. It's like you're writing a novel yourself. All you want is to make your life look like, choose this. A love story is always the most choice of many fans. Because just this category is extremely tender,
suitable for many different cases. Stories like this also often have episodes surrounding everyday life. In this way, players easily see themselves in it. The element of horror has received great support and has always been at the top of choice choice: Stories you play. In any case, the genres in the game will satisfy the
player's entertainment watch. This will help them temporarily leave real life. Turning characters into a game into the player itself that really makes the game like an RPG. However, there will be no battle scenes, just a story to be told. First, when you choose a story, you get a typical character. Often it is the character that
corresponds to what was previously considered by the author. However, players still have the right to customize the character to their liking. Facial features are the most concentrated. You will be able to change the hairstyle - hair color, face shape, eye brown, even nose, mouth, etc. Often people will design the most
beautiful character based on their aesthetics. Sometimes some gamers will build characters in the game identical to their appearance in real life. As for the body, you don't need to worry too much because the characters in the game often have beautiful bodies. If not under the influence of the plot (for example, the main
character is a fat girl who is alienated by friends), then everything is in shape. Clothes are also different from time to time, but they will be changed according to Each story is written by the author and collaborated with the illustrator. It is also important to choose the plot, besides, the author and illustrator are equally
important. The game also has filters and important information right on the poster for you to easily see. Animation style, basic style drama, realistic style, ... everyone is welcome. The choice will lead to different futures have you ever regretted the wrong decision in the past? Even this has long-term consequences in the
present. That's the truth!!! If you had this, you will see how important life decisions are. Choice: The stories you play presents characters with situations and makes them choose. There is no right or wrong choice. Choose whichever game the game will not continue to play, however, it will affect the end of the game. That
is, if you choose a negative attitude at some point, it will lead to a bad ending. Often these bad endings will make up most of the game. If you get an unsatisfactory conclusion, you definitely want to play the game again. The appeal of the game is that if you play again and choose differently than before, it will lead to
situations that were previously unavailable. These are the scenes you have to go through. History can contain many scenes and endings. If you love it, you can play until you meet all the scenes, enjoy all the endings and know how to behave for a good future. The love story and the fascinating things around it make
many people excited. Episode - Choose your story leads to unique situations and you have to make a choice to write your life. Until now, the stories appearing in this game are many and varied. As long as you like what kind of plot you can comfortably find it right on this game. Love stories have become popular among
students over the past 20 years. Children begin to love their friends and see it as love, as a form. It seems pretty good if they cherish that feeling and turn it into a driving force in learning. Even adults who do not have love for themselves also want to have a friend who can share emotions in life. A product that has long
been known for its drama in the history of creating Capture these desires, the gaming market is gradually generated by a kind of dating simulation content. These games are like a beautiful love story built and players will play the main character. They will be immersed in the world of love and will satisfy their long-awaited.
Episode Interactive joins the gaming market and selects a simulation game. They have several products and are known to many with Episode - Choose your story. Most recently they launched a new update and broke 50 million downloads on Google Play. With Episode - Choose your story, the most talented
screenwriters have used their methods to create situations. As long as you open the game Enjoy it, it's like you are immersed in another life. A completely different world where things are much more dramatic rather than ordinary like your real life. Everything will revolve around you like the brightest star in the night sky.
Feeling like you're becoming a famous Hollywood star. Create yourself in the game, create a start and end, as soon as you enter the game, you will be allowed to create a character representing yourself. First of all, you should read the preliminary story to choose the right hobby. After that, you have the right to choose
the appearance of your character. The game will offer ready-made models, which you are free to choose and start immediately. However, for some people having a pleasant nature will increase their emotions during the game. Many people will design their characters with the best looks they can imagine. Sometimes it's a
dream form that everyone wants to possess. Some others like to design characters in the game that have similar characteristics. In fact, it's also a way to forget reality and immerse yourself a bit in the world that we like. Lots of different characteristics that you can choose, such as face, hair, eyebrows, ... For the
character, the different characteristics of the body are almost perfect. The body of the woman is slender, the male is strongly toned (except in special cases affected by the plot). That's why the facial features are so focused. In fact, it's just more than enough for you to express your identity already. The story is mysterious,
irresistible, like other adventure games, Episode directs players to the real story. These are just pieces of ordinary man, without superior strength, without special abilities. But life is an irreplaceable spice is love that other games do not have. Players will experience the typical story that a person will encounter in a day,
and your decisions will lead to different results. This shows that the game will lead to different endings, not the same. So, if you miss the game as well as the characters in it, you can try over and over again to learn the different results of it. The game is based on the system of decisions that you make during the game.
Each time an event occurs, the other person will ask a question with three options. Read the problem and choose the answer you like the most, the fate of life will rely on yourself. Unique scenes bring cinematic experience Every story you choose is the effort of an extremely professional team. Players can quickly
understand that each story is drawn by different artists. It's from different illustrators. So in addition to enjoying history, the way the situation leads, the angles and character of the images are also a great inspiration for players to choose from. Often with love stories, the angle of intimacy to romantic actions is always
appreciated. Character in often bright and has fascinating appearance. Or in horror stories, these symbols actually radiate a terrible atmosphere. These cinematic effects really make the player have an unforgettable experience with this game. As the game works, the choice and fate of the character Depending on the
backstory available, players will be brought into the world and start their journey freely. That is, the situations that happen to you will lead to a future you don't know. The story will slowly work so that you understand the context. Then, suddenly there will be an event going on and you have to make a choice to continue the
story. How the following events happen depends entirely on what you are doing right now. Often games like this have the concept of scenes and endings. For example, when you finish the story and get the end, the game will take you to the consolidated screen. There, he'll tell you how many scenes you've gone through
for this story. Stories often have different endings, so you can keep trying again without worrying that it will be boring. Bad endings make you play the game over and over again until you can find a good ending and know that you have done something wrong at any point in the past. Episode - Choose your story is always
updated with new stories, with lots of unexpected scenes and endings. The ultimate fate of the characters, regardless of whether they have happiness with the person they like, achieves glorious expectations; Or suffer the terrible consequences of bad decisions? This makes the game completely worthy of the love of so
many players. Players.
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